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Today in luxury:

Slower tourist traffic adds to retailers' woes

Retailers have seen fewer tourists in their stores this summer, with no signs of improvement, piling on to challenges
like volatile trade policy and geopolitical tensions, reports the Wall Street Journal.

Click here to read the entire article on the Wall Street Journal

Sephora employees to undergo "long-term inclusion learning program"

Sephora is doubling down on its inclusivity efforts. In May, the retailer launched "We Belong to Something
Beautiful," a public commitment to inclusivity accompanied by the announcement that Sephora would close all of its
U.S. stores, distribution centers and corporate headquarters to host a one-day internal workshop, per Women's Wear
Daily.

Click here to read the entire article on Women's Wear Daily

BMW's CEO urges staff to narrow sales gap with Mercedes

BMW's new chief executive urged employees to embrace change and to find innovative ways to help the Bavarian
carmaker overtake rival Mercedes at a time when demand for luxury cars is waning, says Reuters.

Click here to read the entire article on Reuters

Hong Kong property market withstands unrest that roiled economy

On a sweltering Sunday afternoon in Hong Hong's Sha Tin district, not long before police battled protesters with tear
gas and rubber bullets in several locations nearby, eager homebuyers lined up for hours, according to Bloomberg.
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Click here to read the entire article on Bloomberg
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